Fragment-Localized Kohn-Sham Orbitals via a Singles Configuration-Interaction Procedure and Application to Local Properties and Intermolecular Energy Decomposition Analysis.
As for generating localized Hartree-Fock orbitals, we propose a potentially linear-scaling singles-CI scheme to construct fragment-localized density functional theory (DFT) orbitals for molecular systems as water clusters. Due to the use of a deformation step instead of a localization step, the influence of the environment on each separate molecule can be studied in detail. The generated orbital set for the whole molecular system is strictly equivalent to a set of canonical orbitals and is a subsequent energy decomposition of intermolecular interactions into electrostatic, exchange repulsion, and orbital interaction, well beyond dimer systems. Beyond this, the correspondence of the individual orbitals to the initial monomer orbitals permits to assess how an interaction deforms an electron density. We show this for dipole moments, which may be decomposed into monomer contributions, polarization, and charge-transfer contribution. Applications to a water and an ammonia dimer and chains of water molecules show possible further developments toward multipolar expansions and other orbital-based schemes for parametrizing force fields.